Teaching the Book of Proverbs
to Youth

Discipline is perhaps the last thing your children like to
talk about. Even the words might conjure up thoughts of timeouts, lectures, and stuff taken away. It possibly makes sense
that bringing up “discipline” with your children will be met
with some resistance.
In this post, we will talk about the other form of discipline.
When it comes to the Bible, a few books are more practical,
more directly helpful to teens living today, instead of the
Book of Proverbs. This book of wisdom is loaded with life
lessons that will help any youth handle life here on the
planet.
You see, many teens cannot sit still long enough for a long
dissertation on why they should or should not act a specific
way. Nonetheless, the beauty of the Book of Proverbs is that
they don’t need to, as the verses in the book get right to the

heart of the problem—teaching a crucial lesson or delivering
advice on short notice.
Teens instantly learn a Godly way to think or act or live
their life. Unluckily, when we talk about children, some
verses in Proverbs are easily understood than others. While
there are 915 verses seen in the book, not all are directed to
kids, as many are suited for adults.
That’s why we have gone through the entire book and picked
what we think are the best proverbs that apply directly to
youth. Rather than overloading your teens with powerful verses
that some of which they might not completely understand, you
can be confident that you’re teaching them the ones they’ll
most identify with.
But before we give you the best proverbs to teach to your
children, discover why it’s important to do so.
Why teach the youth the book of Proverbs?
With the modern world we’re currently living in, it can be
challenging to tell what is right and wrong. Globalization has
caused many of the world’s cultures to collide with one
another. In America, it indicates that the youth are exposed
to all types of “wisdom” from different faiths.
To fight continuous debate about right and wrong in the
country, most have resorted to a kind of “relativism” where
people say, “what is true for you may not be true for me,” and
different types of “nobody can understand what is ultimately
true, so let us not argue about it.”
However, the reality remains that something is true, and we
must not go around picking your truths like you pick shampoos
at the grocery store. In short, you should not pick a truth
only because it’s expedient or because no one is loud or
mistreating objects to them.

That’s where the Book of Proverbs comes to the rescue. God has
noticed the denial of the Ultimate Truth, and He hasn’t left
people without a compass. He has provided thousands of Bible
passages to identify truth and fallacy, right and wrong, and
the Proverbs is the most straightforward example.
What are the best proverbs to teach to youth?
The preteen years are considered the transitional stage. It is
sometimes confusing for young individuals as they hear many
conflicting messages through the internet, the TV, and their
peers at school. Further, it’s challenging to identify what’s
a piece of good advice and what is not. Teaching them
essential lessons from the book of Proverbs will help them
guide through these years.
Proverbs 3:5-6
For youth, this verse teaches a very vital lesson. A young
individual must realize that it is okay not to know
everything and that counting on the Lord’s wisdom will keep
them going into the right course.
Proverbs 18:24
Making and keeping friends for youth is a critical concern.
Who their friends are and are not makes all the difference
in their world. This proverb tells youth that it’s
important to pick the right friends, as their characters
and futures depend on it.
The second part of the verse is often interpreted as God’s
friendship, which sticks closer than a brother. Having that
guarantee can help young individuals make difficult
decisions when it comes to picking their friends.
Proverbs 6:9-11
This proverb warns against laziness. Teens must understand
that hard work is essential if they want to succeed in

life. That proverb is a good reminder that sitting around
and just being idle won’t result in success.
Proverbs 4:25-27
The years ahead for teens are loaded with temptations and
distractions. Youth require continuous reminders that the
world they’re living in is full of dangers and that it’s
smart to remain focused on God and follow the best path.
Conclusion
Are you searching for a way to teach young people the Bible?
Then it will help if you start a character study through the
book of Proverbs. You can consider getting them a notebook to
keep their lists and write out the corresponding verses. If
you’re interested in purchasing the Book of Proverbs, you can
buy
it
here:
https://www.alabasterco.com/products/book-of-proverbs

